
Streamdata.io Launches the Streamdata.io API
Gallery™

Simpler data streaming for greater everything.

The Streamdata.io API Gallery has over
360 different entities with more than
14488 API paths spanning 420 topics
profiled now.

STAMFORD, CT , UNITED STATES,
June 25, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The
next generation of the Streamdata.io API
Gallery™ officially launched at  Battlefin
Day of Discovery Intrepid last week. The
API Gallery has profiled over 360
different entities with more than 14,400
API paths spanning 420 topics already.
The purpose of the API Gallery is to
profile leading API entities, offer
streaming APIs for the most active and
organize them by topics. Of the 360 entities benchmarked so far, Streamdata.io has also provided
a Streamrank™ for 50 APIs. The Streamrank is a calculation based on data activity that showcases
the efficiency gained when using Streamdata.io. 419 topics gather data for application vendors and AI
users to enrich their user experience and ability to predict events impacting economics, logistics, and
financial markets.

On top of the mining and research that Streamdata.io is doing to increase the value of the data in the
API Gallery, you are encouraged to submit your own API to the API Gallery. When you submit your
API, Streamdata.io’s team profiles your API(s) and then highlights it on the API Gallery and lastly will
run it through their process to identify your Streamrank. All this intel paints a very clear picture for
your entity about the value your API is delivering and how you might improve the data or rate of data it
provides.

“Last week we launched the Streamdata.io API Gallery while at BattleFin Discovery Days Intrepid, an
event that many of the entities in attendance could benefit from the intel and organization of the API
landscape that we have mapped out. We feel that the API Gallery is a wealth of information that
anyone from data scouters, developers, Product Owners down to hobbyists could benefit from,” says
Eric Horesnyi, Streamdata.io CEO.  “The API Gallery will continue to grow and become more and
more powerful from our research and development and we look forward to more companies
submitting and requesting that their APIs be included as well. Horesnyi continued.”
Companies like Climacell, Box, Github, LinkedIn, NPR, PivotalTracker, Reddit, SoundCloud,
StackExchange, and YouTube are just a few of the companies highlighted and Streamranked on the
API Gallery. The company so far with the highest Streamrank is Xignite Their API could be helpful to
others that are trying create similar event-driven APIs.

APIs in the API gallery are broken down into separate Github repositories, grouped by topic or by an
organization. With each individual node possessing its own subdomain that can be bookmarked,
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providing a simple URL for accessing each list of APIs. Providing as much detail as we can about
each available API, and breaking down each individual API path into its own detail page. Allowing
consumers to navigate the thousands of APIs by itself, providing a single unit of compute that can be
put to work in applications, and potentially streamed using our services. Equipping our customers with
a potential map to the world of streaming, and event-driven APIs.
Kin Lane, the API Evangelist for Streamdata.io said, “I enjoy investigating and researching innovative
APIs that are delivering cool data but I also like to figure out how to make them even better and make
them available to the community. The API Gallery is that solution. I am an API veteran and this source
of information has never been publicly available before. I look forward to a day when we are
overwhelmed by the requests to be added to the API Gallery.” 

Streamdata.io will continue to profile APIs, adding to the number of companies, APIs, and topics in
the API Gallery but if you would like your API added, submit it now. Streamdata.io is always looking
for feedback and suggestions so look around the API Gallery fill in the contact us at
https://streamdata.io/contact/.

For more information visit: http://api.gallery.streamdata.io/__

About Streamdata.io:
Founded in 2008, Streamdata.io is a software company that provides Proxy-as-a-Service, which turns
any API into a data stream, without requiring server-side code. Currently servicing over a million
devices in 14 countries, Streamdata.io’s clients manage 5.5 trillion dollars in assets under
management and include large banks for retail brokerage and derivatives trading, as well as data
vendors providing a streaming API.
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